THE DEMOCRATIC INSTRUMENT        in
More formidable in appearance,  though sometimes less
effective in practice as a means of parliamentary control over
ministers, was the elaborate system of Senate and Chamber
standing committees. By 1920, twenty permanent committees
of the Chamber had been set up, covering between them most
subjects of legislation and administration. Each had forty-four
members, representing all parliamentary groups in proportion
to their strength in the Chamber. Originally simply organs of
criticism and advice in the formulation of Bills, they soon came
to be used as weapons for directing government policy and
controlling the action of the government. They meant that
each important Minister had to face not only the Chamber or
Senate as a whole, but a miniature Chamber or Senate of men
who specialized in criticism of his own department and its
activities. He was seldom likely to behave irresponsibly—how-
ever much the committees might behave irresponsibly. The
committee's attitude would range from one of helpful co-opera-
tion to one of hostility and obstruction: depending usually on
the personality, tact and skill of the minister himself. The Com-
mittees on Foreign Affairs were particularly imposing bodies,
usually headed by a former Prime Minister. They had the
right to keep in constant touch with the Qyai d* Or say through
their rapporteurs d^ information^ as well as the power to invite the
Foreign Minister or his subordinates to come before them for
interrogation. But ministers could refuse to appear—and did
refuse when they felt strong enough. They could be evasive
when they did appear. And the Committees became channels
of information about foreign policy, rather than agencies in
making it.  Parliamentary control over foreign policy was
mainly indirect: through financial control over money spent
on the diplomatic and armed services, and through political
disapproval after the event. A dozen ministries were over-
thrown during the Republic on issues of foreign policy. Such
control—or rather reprisals—after the event were in France,
as elsewhere, the most effective method yet found in a democ-
racy for control over foreign policy. Though clearly unsatis-
factory, it must probably always remain the ultimate sanction.
It cannot be said that French parliaments abused this power

